
MODEL CONTRACT BETWEEN PHOTOGRAPHER AND PUBLISHER 
For Photographs used by a Publisher 
 Pacific Media Workers Guild-CWA 39521 
Use this as a model for your own contracts.  
 
  
1.  The PHOTOGRAPHER grants PUBLISHER the right to reproduce the image(s) listed below 
in the publication ___________  and on the website of that publication, for a fee of $________ 
per image, for a total of $__________.   [NOTE:  other possible uses could be electronic 
newsletters, a printed brochure, the organization's website, etc.]  Payment will be made within 
30 days of receiving an invoice from the PHOTOGRAPHER.  The image may be used only 
once.  Any future use of the image, or for any other purpose, may only be done with the 
permission of the PHOTOGRAPHER. 
  
2.  The PHOTOGRAPHER agrees that the images will be furnished as JPEGs at a minimum 
resolution of ______, uploaded to WEBSITE. 
  
3.  The PHOTOGRAPHER is the owner of the copyright on all images under this agreement.  
The PUBLISHER agrees not to transfer the images to any other party, and to remove the 
electronic images from its computer, hard drives or other storage devices after three months. 
  
4.  The reproduction right granted under this agreement is non-exclusive, and the 
PHOTOGRAPHER has an unrestricted right to use the image(s).  
  
5.  The PUBLISHER may use the image(s) to promote the issue of the publication in which the 
image(s) are reproduced. 
  
6.  The PUBLISHER agrees not to reproduce the images on a website or other electronic media 
at a resolution greater than 720x487 pixels (10" x 6.6" at normal screen resolution of 72dpi).  
[The PUBLISHER also agrees not to post the images on Facebook, Instagram or any website 
other than that of its own publication - this is controversial - some photographers want their 
images out on social media, but images distributed by a publisher on these sites may be picked 
up by other sites, who may claim they owe no fee by doing so.] 
  
8.  The PUBLISHER agrees to include the PHOTOGRAPHER'S name when the images are 
used, in such a way that it is clear that the PHOTOGRAPHER has taken them. 
  
9.  In disputes between the PHOTOGRAPHER and the PUBLISHER, the PHOTOGRAPHER 
has the option of seeking advice from the Pacific Media Workers Guild. 
  
  
  
 
PHOTOGRAPHER                      DATE                     for the PUBLISHER                       DATE 


